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People always seem amazed at how much pinstripe can
accent the looks of their bike. They always tell me "I can't
believe the difference it makes" and yes it does.

I've been pin striping at bike rally's and car show's now for
about 3 years and the hardest part is finding the good ones.
Sometimes I set up my tent, pull out a brush and stripe bike
after bike until the sun fades.

Other times I set up and thing's roll really slow for the day
which suck's. Networking is the biggest reason for me to do
these shows, and of course cash. I talk to everyone as a potien-
tial client because one job is well worth the trip. These event's
cost a fair amount of $$ for me to attend, but it is a necessity for me and I like to do it.
Of course it's better when I at least make enough to pay for the trip, but sometimes it
just doesn't work out that way.
I've only been in Wi for 9 months now and I pretty much spent the summer investigat-

ing event's and rally's for next summer. I always meet cool folks at these show's and as
you know face to face networking is part of the game for me. Striping bikes, passing
out cards, talking with people and maybe a cold drink are a good way to spend the day.

People always seem very intrigued with on site pin striping. It makes a huge differ-
ence on a bike. The questions I always get are of course how much does it cost. When
I'm at an event I charge about $100.00 to $ 150.00 for a typical bike,  if you want your
dresser done head to toe it will be more.

When I stripe at my shop I charge more because the concentration level is higher, no
time constraints and less distractions. You can spend $100.00 to $400.00 or more on a
stripe job but I think the difference it makes is well worth it, without doing a full blown
paint job.
The next question is how did you learn to do it?

I bought a brush and a can of One Shot (lettering enamel) and sat for hours striping
on a piece of glass. How long does it take? How long does it take to learn to play an
instrument? How long does it take to learn to any craft? It takes your whole life!

As with anything, the more you do it the better you get. My striping get's good when
I do it everyday. Ultimately I would like to do 2 or 3 jobs a day.
And it's not always about the $, it's also about the craft and pulling the best line I can at
this time in my striping career. Anyone can learn it if you have the patients and deter-
mination for it. It's really very simple complexity.  

The three variables in pin striping that take time to learn are pressure, 

speed and mixture of the paint.
A good line is a combination of mixing the paint on the brush which is called "pal-

letting" this is a process of loading the brush with paint. The consistency is crucial
in pulling a good line.

Pressure on the brush will makes differences in the width of the line. The more
pressure the wider the line.

The last thing is the travel speed. How fast are you moving? It is very important
that speed and pressure work with the consistency of the paint. Usually the faster
you can pull a line the straighter it is, but with speed it is very easy to loose control.
You can see where this can get very confusing.

Now you have spent hours and hours and 10,000 strokes to get
good consistent lines and then we switch brush sizes and types.

There are hundreds of brush types and sizes. Bottom line is
striping is very demanding especially at show's when people are
talking, asking questions and trying to watch. It requires dedica-
tion to the craft, discipline and determination, but it is well worth
it when I see the smiles from it and another friendly handshake.

We don't see very many people that are willing to learn this
craft anymore; it can take the rest of our lives to master. Ask
yourself how many stripers do you know?  Not many? Why? If
it was easy everyone would do it.

So support the guy's who have spent the time to learn the craft
and remember it is art, what some call Low Brow Art. How do
you put a price on art? 

I will be striping on site at Kutter Harley in Janesville
(www.kutterharley.com) a few times
in the next couple months please con-
tact Lucy at Kutter for more info.

When you decide to finally get
down on a new paint job please feel
free to contact me to discuss some-
thing cool and unique on your car or
bike.
WWW.PROSSERPAINT.COM
Mark@prosserpaint.com
205-329-0664


